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I should see the sun flashing from his sword hilt
and the buckles on his shoes.
I would choose
To lead him in a maze along the patterned paths,
A bright and laughing maze for my heavy-boote-
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lover,
Till he caught me in the shade,
And the buttons of his waistcoat bruised my body
as he clasped me,
Aching, melting, unafraid.
With the shadows of the leaves and the sundrops,
And the plopping of the waterdrops,
All about us in the open afternoon
I am very like to swoon
With the wolght of this brocade,
For the sun shifts through the shade.
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Underneath the fallen blossom
v
In my bosom,
Is a letter I have hid.
It was brought to me this morning by a rider
from the Duke.
"Madam, we regret to inform you that Lord Hart-we-
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is worth trying.
It will do a big ironing for two dents.
The heat can be regulated.
It does not get out of order.
It is pointed at both ends.
Women who have used other irons for
years are delighted with it.
We don't ask you to huy it now.
Just let us send you one on trial.
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Died in action Thursday sen'night."
As I read it in the white, morning sunlight,

Continental National Bank

The letters squirmed like snakes.
"Any answer, Madam," said my footman.
"No," I told him.
"See that the messenger takes some refreshment.
No, no answer."
And I walked into the garden,
Up and down the patterned paths,
In my stiff, correct brocade.
The blue and yellow flowers stood up proudly in
the sun,
Each one.
I stood upright too,
Held rigid to the pattern
By the stiffness of my gown.
Up and down I walked,
Up and down.

Make Your Own Success
Do not be content to sit around waiting
until someone shall cast success and prosperity into your lap. Get out and work for
them build up your own success.
The surest way of making permanent success Is to save every dolar you can spare
until you have enough to take advantage of
opportunities.
We Invite accounts of $1.00 or more and
pay 4 per cent compound Interest on them.
Our Secured Certificates yielding 6 per
cent, payable monthly, quarterly or
are Ideal Investments for sums of
$100.00 or more.

In a month he would have been my husband.
In a month, here, underneath this lime,
We would have broken the pattern;
He for me, and I for him,
He as Colonel, I as Lady,
On this shady seat.
He had a whim
That sunlight carried blessing.
And I answered, "It shall be as you have said."
Now he is dead.
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In Summer and in Winter I shall walk
Up and down
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Wo pride ourselves on being able to take
care of your wants with the most
machinery needed in POWER FARMING,
CONTRACTORS' EQUIPMENT, ROAD MACHINERY,
MINE HOISTS AND TRAMWAYS. Everything you might require in

special machinery and equipment.
"Absolutely" MODERN MACHINERY.

LANDES & COMPANY
Phone Wasatch

830

Office and warehouse Second West and South

Temple

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH

The patterned garden paths
In my stiff, brocaded gown.
The squills and daffodils
Will give place to pillared roses, and to asters,
and to snow.
I shall go
Up and down,
In my gown.

Gorgeously arrayed,
Boney and Stayed.
And the softness of my body will be guarded

from embrace
By each hutton, hook, and lace.
For the man who should loose me is dead,
Fighting with the Duke in Flanders,
In a pattern called a war.

Christ!
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any place you may happen to bo going
these sultry days.
The easiest way is to take a taxi swift,
clean, cool, comfortable and ouch service as
assumes "safety first." Call any of our
phones.

ABE (Buster) MEEKING
Hotel Utah

THREE STANDS

Hotel Ncwhousc

Hotel Kenyan

Wasatch 40, 63, 200, or Alain 33, I90

What are patterns for?
From The Little Review.

Young Man I have called, sir, to request the
hand of your daughter in marriage.

Has she accepted you?
Yes, sir.
Grumbells Then what do you want to come
around and bother me with your troubles for'.'
Kansas City Times.

Utah Gas & Coke Co.
J.

C. D. CLARK,

Gen. Mgr.
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Tel. Main 705.
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BANKERS
BROTHERS
Founded 1859.

"Safety and Service"
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All beers are not alike. Some possess a

M

particular character and flavor that distin- guishes them from the regular run.
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has a distinct individuality. Its particular
taste and aroma are pleasing thousands of
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people who are satisfied with no other brew.
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Grumbells

Young Man

The German apology: "Sorry, but I'll do it
again." Philadelphia Ledger.

A. Fisher Brewing Co.
SALT LAKE CITY
The Prize is in THE BEER
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